This spring, COVID-19 made us spend
more time at home than we ever have
before. Here’s how consumer behavior
has been adjusting to these changes and
how we as advertisers can help adapt
meeting customers at the right time, with
the right message, in the right medium.

What we’ve lost

How we’ve adapted

Travel (air and road), restaurants, Gotten back to our roots
art and entertainment outside
(aka The Great Outdoors)
of the home

Trend to watch

Google Mobility trends for places like national parks, public
beaches, marinas, dog parks, plazas, and public gardens are up 32%
compared to pre-COVID baseline.

What we’ve lost
Browsing comfortably
in grocery storess

How we’ve adapted

List making is the new order placing
when it comes to grocery shopping.

Trend to watch

Online grocery shopping is exploding: Instacart has 400%+
year-over-year sales and is leading the pack in grocery delivery. So
one new opportunity is to reach people through list-making apps
and sites or offering delivery sevices

What we’ve lost
Early morning routines
and work commutes

How we’ve adapted
We’re sleeping more!

Trend to watch

According to FitBit, Americans are getting 17-30 minutes more
sleep on average. With reduced or eliminated commutes to work,
late morning news may be a better time to reach people that are
catching up on news throughout the day.

What we’ve lost

Employer provided workspace

How we’ve adapted
Makeshift home offices

Trend to watch

Most people (54%) didn't have a remote work setup before the
government moved to curb nonessential gatherings, Meanwhile,
74% of professionals age 18-74 said they're now working from home.
And as work/home life continues to blur on shared devices, we’ll see
increased time spent on digital.

What we’ve lost

Nightlife, dinner parties,
and live sports

Trend to watch

Planning and creating more
flexible media campaigns that
focus on one-on-one targeting,
along with the solidification of
connected TV and streaming as
a critical video channel that will
bring you more new business
and conversions.

How we’ve adapted

On-demand and streaming,
all-day, every-day.
Broadcast TV: +39%
Online videos (TikTok/YouTube): +39%
Connected TV/Streaming: +38%
Social Media: +32%
Website traffic: +22%
Radio/Livestreams: +22%

Sources
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What we’ve lost

Office/workplace amenities

Trend to watch

How we’ve adapted

More time using at home-amenities

It’s estimated that people have been using up to 40% more toilet
paper for home “occasions” during the pandemic. But prior to
COVID-19, 50%+ of people in the U.S. were already using their
phones on the toilet. We expect phone time and, therefore in-app
time, while using the bathroom to grow, giving you a chance to
reach target audiences even while they’re occupied.

Home Office:
USA Today Remote Work Article
Bathroom:
Fortune Toilet Paper Sales Article
PC Mag Phone Usage Article

